
ACTIVITY BOOK



JD is a tow truck in training. He’s called a car carrier.

Jr

When JD grows up, he’ll help out anything with 
four wheels that needs a fix, just like his dad.

Jr



This is JD’s best buddy, Handy. Handy is a 
Telehandler, and he handles jobs that are too tricky 
for tow trucks.

Jr

This is Wyatt the Wrecker. When it comes to  
recovery work, he rules the road.

Jr



Say hi to Wendy the Wrecker. She might be small, 
but she can transport a ton of tools. 

Jr

Meet Max, the MPL Wrecker. Max is the fastest lift 
on the road, and off the road too.

Jr



This is Gator the Rotator. Gator gobbles up the 
toughest jobs.

Jr

Look how Gator gets after it. His rear extension is 
called the boom, and boy is it big.

Jr



Where do you think JD and his friends will go next?

Jr

Are you the tow truck I sent for?

Yes. I came over as ____________ as I could.

You seem young to be doing such __________________________ work.

Today is my first day on the job! Is there something wrong with your 

____________ car?

Yes. The __________________________ thing stopped running.

I can help. Did you smell anything __________________________ in the car?

Yes, but I think it’s just the leftover _________________________ in the back seat.

I see. Did you hear any  __________________________  noises?

Yes. But I think it’s just the __________________________ music on the radio.

I see. Did you feel anything  __________________________  while you drove it?

Yes, but I think it’s just my pet snake. His name is  _________________________ . 

I see. Did you see anything __________________________ on the dashboard?

Yes, but I think it’s just the low fuel light. It’s been on since _________________.

I see. I think I know what’s wrong with your car!

DRIVER:

JD:

DRIVER:

JD:

DRIVER:

JD:

DRIVER:

JD:

DRIVER:

JD:

DRIVER:

JR:

DRIVER:

JD:

adverb

color

adjective that describes your dad

insulting adjective

unpleasant adjective

type of food you hate

type of music you hate

scary adjective

What time did you get 
up this morning?

name of your best friend

adjective that describes lightning

adjective that describes thunder

Help JD with his first towing job!
FILL IN THE BLANKS



Driving a tow truck can be fun if you follow this ______________________________ advice:

When approaching a _____________ at an intersection, always blow your ________________.

Before making a ____________ turn, always stick your __________________ out the window.

When approaching a school, watch out for ________________________    ___________________.

If ___________________ calls on your cell phone, pull your truck over and yell _____________!

Every 5,000 miles, have your ______________ inspected and your _______________ replaced.

adjective that describes your mom

adjective that describes a smell types of animals

body part

body part

type of animal

adjective

name of your best friend

name of your
english teacher

adverb adjective that describes your dad

name of your 
math teacher

adverb

Above all, drive __________. You too can be a __________________________Tow Truck Driver!

Do you want to be a tow truck driver?
FILL IN THE BLANKS

I think Wyatt the Wrecker is _________________________________ truck.

No way, Gator the Rotator is ________________________________ truck around.

Wyatt can haul 15 tons. That’s like a thousand _______________________.

So, Gator can pick up 60 tons. That’s like a million __________________________.

I heard Wyatt eats ________________________________ for breakfast.

I heard Gator eats ________________________________ for breakfast.

Wyatt could tow the _________________________.

Gator can tow _________________.

Well I saw Wyatt move _____________________.

Well I saw Gator move ___________________.

You know, you’re right, Gator is the ________________________________ truck.

No way, you’re right, Wyatt is the _________________________ truck around.

JD:

HANDY:

JD:

HANDY:

JD:

HANDY:

JD:

HANDY:

JD:

HANDY:

JD:

HANDY:

adjective that describes your dad’s truck

another adjective that describes your dad’s truck

household appliance (plural)

animal that weighs a lot (plural)

name something made of concrete (plural)

name something made of metal (plural)

name a famous building

name a major city

name a planet

name a country

another adjective that 
describes a truck you want

adjective that describes a truck you want

JD and Handy debate who’s best.
FILL IN THE BLANKS



Connect the dots!
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What do you call a hat that you 
wear on your feet?

Answer

JD wants to be a tow truck when he grows up. What 
do you want to be? Draw a picture!

WHEN I GROW UP...
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